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I can imagine ______________ improvements on something already on
the market.
1.

(work out)
working out

He considered ______________ in it, he said, but they wanted too much
rent.
2.

(locate)
locating

It was impossible to escape ______________ his words.3. (overhear)overhearing

But he had liberty, worked when he pleased and as he pleased; he was
content to be poor, so long as his poverty did not reach the point where it
involves ______________ a poor figure.

4.

(cut)cutting

And he kept on ______________ up and down the street, and round the
fence, waiting for his opportunity.
5.

(walk)
walking

Illustrations have been moved to avoid ______________ paragraphs of
text.
6.

(break up)
breaking up

That age point fascinated me so much that I risked ______________ her a
question.
7.

(ask)
asking

The one indisputable fact is that he would do anything to escape
______________.
8.

(talk)talking

If you would avoid ______________ debts, avoid ______________ them.9.
(pay) (incur)

paying incurring

I kept on ______________ as the door clicked shut.10. (walk)walking

She regretted leaving the petticoat up, for it prevented her
______________ outside.
11.

(see)seeing

That grip and that look were not those of a man who wished to believe,
who tried to believe, who told himself and was obliged to keep on
______________ himself that he believed in spite of all.

12.

(tell)telling

But then, Maria, would you mind ______________ up to snuff out that
candle?
13.

(get)
getting
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It is better always to avoid ______________ from near relatives whenever
stock-getters of the same breed and of equal merit can be obtained which are
not related.

14.

(breed)

breeding

The snow kept on ______________, the icy wind kept on
______________.
15.

(fall) (blow)
falling

blowing

The shifts of some of the members to avoid ______________ English
imported articles were rather amusing.
16.

(wear)
wearing

After all, Percy couldn't mind ______________ with her for a few minutes
if she begged him.
17.

(go in)
going in

When we consider ______________ orders for new ships, we must at the
same time consider the sale of ships, as we cannot go on increasing this
fleet.

18.

(give)

giving

By doing this, she could still find a few spare hours for literary purposes,
while she could gradually save enough money to warrant her
______________ the life for which she longed.

19.

(begin)beginning

Yes, and you actually suggested ______________ home by sea from
Marseilles.
20.

(go)
going
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